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CONTROL SYSTEM [L8, LF]

Fuel cut
Includes fuel cut under the following conditions except fuel cut at excessive engine speed according to engine 
operation and deceleration fuel cut.

Sensor damage fuel cut
Purpose

To prevent engine damage from abnormal ignition due to a malfunction input of a cylinder identification or the 
engine speed signal.

Control condition
When damage to the crankshaft position sensor or camshaft position sensor is detected.

Dechoke control
Purpose

To improve engine starting startability when spark plugs are flooded.
Control conditions

When cranking close to fully-open throttle valve

Fuel cut during immobilizer system activation
Purpose

To prevent vehicle theft
Execution conditions

When an engine stop request signal is received from the immobilizer system, the PCM force-stops the fuel 
injectors. Therefore the engine stops.
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FUEL PUMP CONTROL OUTLINE [L8, LF]
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The fuel pump is operated when the ignition switch is turned to the ON position to improve startability. As a 
result, fuel pressure increases rapidly and stable fuel control is performed.
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A/C load increase 
correction

Purpose: Maintains engine speed stability during A/C operation
Correction condition

A/C is operating
Correction amount

Low engine coolant temperature large correction
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Acceleration increase 
correction

Purpose: Corrects fuel injection delay during acceleration to ensure 
drive stability
Correction condition

When acceleration amount (change in the amount of charging 
efficiency) is at set value or more

Correction amount
Low engine coolant temperature large correction
Large acceleration amount large correction
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Deceleration volume 
increase correction

Purpose: Ensures engine speed stability after fuel cut recovery
Correction condition

When recovery from fuel cut
Correction amount

Low engine speed large correction
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Learning correction

Purpose: Corrects deviation in air/fuel ratio from changes due to 
aged deterioration of mechanical devices
Correction condition

Under any condition except purge control
Correction amount

Learning value based on average of feedback correction value
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Intake air pressure 
correction

Purpose: Corrects ineffective charging time deviation from change 
in intake manifold vacuum
Correction condition

Under any condition except start zone
Correction amount

More intake manifold vacuum large correction
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